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Abstract 
  
This paper gives an unified explanation of some of the most widely known facts of the cartel 
literature: prices gradually rise, then remain constant, there can be price wars and some cartels 
break down. In this model consumers are loss averse and efficiency of a competitive fringe is not 
publicly observable. In  the best collusive equilibrium, the price expectation can be so low that loss 
aversion makes consumers not buy at the maximal collusive price: firms then set a lower price that 
rises in time with consumers’ expectations.  This increasing price path is bounded from above by 
the presence of the fringe. If the fringe sets a low price during a sufficient number of periods, there 
can be price wars and collusion can eventually break down. 
 
Introduction 
 
The analysis of discovered cartels in the last decades has shown that 
1) prices do not directly jump to the maximal level, but have a transition phase during which they 
gradually rise and eventually remain constant; 
2) some cartels succeed in reaching stability, while others break down some time after their 
formation; 
3) some cartels suffer temporary price wars. 
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The first fact has been found in many of the largest discovered cartels, both for intermediate 
products,3 as well as for final products.4 The second and the third fact are documented from an 
empirical (Levenstein (1997)) as well as from a theoretical point of view (Green-Porter (1984),  
Rotemberg-Saloner (1986), Kandori (1991), Haltiwanger-Harrington (1991))5.  
(Source: Connor (2001)) 
 
Figure 1 shows the dynamics of lysine price between 1992 and 1995. In June 1993 lysine reached 
the lowest level. In July, the cartel took place and during the following months price continuously 
rose until November 1993, when it remained stable for ten months. After another rise in price, the 
cartel collapsed.  
The dynamics of prices for the other cartels show similar patterns.6 
The questions are: why has not the price directly jumped to the maximal level? Why has the cartel 
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suffered temporary price wars? Why has the cartel eventually broken down? The theories aiming at 
addressing the first question are basically developed by Harrington (2004, 2005) and Chen-
Harrington (2006).  
Harrington (2005) analyzes the impact of different Antitrust policies on cartel price dynamics. He 
shows that a higher damage multiple and probability of detection lower the steady-state price, but 
also that the level of fines does not alter it. Furthermore, a more competitive benchmark to calculate 
damages can increase the steady-state price. All the results are derived by assuming that the 
incentive compatibility constraints (henceforth ICCs) are fulfilled and not binding.  
Harrington (2004) generalizes the results above by allowing the ICCs to be binding. First, he shows 
that when ICCs bind, the cartel may rise prices and then decrease them towards the steady-state 
level, in order to maintain the incentive compatibility. Second, Antitrust laws may have a perverse 
effect, as in some cases they allow the cartel to eventually price higher. This result is due to the fact 
that the risk of detection and penalties can serve to stabilize a cartel and thereby allow it to set 
higher prices. 
Chen and Harrington (2006) motivate the slow rise of prices with the fact that consumers and 
Antitrust Authorities (henceforth AA) infer the existence of a cartel with a probability depending on 
the difference between past and present prices. This creates an incentive for raising prices more 
slowly than they would otherwise, in order to avoid fines.  
The second question is addressed by Green and Porter (1984), who explain price wars through 
imperfect information between the firms in the cartel, and Rotemberg and Saloner (1986), Kandori 
(1991) and Haltiwanger and Harrington (1991), who explain temporary price wars by assuming a 
difference between current and future demand: this changes the incentive to deviate from one period 
to another, and firms may find it optimal to reduce prices in the “boom” periods in order to maintain 
the sustainability of collusion. 
The present model gives an unified explanation for all these facts. Building on insights from the 
behavioral literature7, I assume that consumers are loss averse. Loss aversion means that sensitivity 
to losses compared to a reference point is greater than to gains. Consumers are loss averse in the 
price dimension: price expectations directly enters their utility function, so the higher the difference 
between the actual and the expected price, the higher the utility loss.8 
Evidence of loss aversion is widespread both in the experimental and in the empirical literature. 
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Thaler (1980) proposes this concept to explain why consumers often do not behave as consumer’s 
theory predicts. Kahneman et al. (1991) enumerate a number of biases that are not explainable by 
traditional economic theory, among which loss aversion, providing a series of experiments. 
Kahneman and Tversky (1991) discuss other experimental evidence and propose a model based on 
loss aversion that explains these biases by a deformation of the indifference curves about the 
reference point. Further evidence came in the following years: with empirical data, Bowman et al. 
(1999) show the existence of loss aversion in saving decisions, Genesove and Mayer (2001) in the 
housing market and Haigh and List (2005) among professional traders. Novemsky and Kahneman 
(2006) and Gill and Prowse (2012) provide experimental evidence. Finally, Fox et al. (2007) 
investigate neural correlates of loss aversion and they show that people typically exhibit greater 
sensitivity to losses than to equivalent gains. 
Koszegi and Rabin (2006) and Koszegi and Heidhues (2008) build formal models on it. Koszegi 
and Rabin (2006) analyze consumer behavior with loss aversion and endogenous reference point 
and they show that, when the outcome is uncertain, the willingness to pay increases in the expected 
price, conditional on purchase. Heidhues and Koszegi (2008) use loss aversion to explain the 
existence of focal prices9 in a static game.10 Koszegi and Rabin (2007), Macera (2009) and Gill and 
Stone (2010) consider dynamic games with loss aversion and endogenous reference point in 
consumption plans, labor contracts and tournaments, respectively.  
I will instead develop an infinite-time horizon dynamic model with endogenous reference point that 
focuses on collusion. The reference point, i.e. the expected price for the present period, is updated 
in a Bayesian way in every period, using the information available up to that moment. It can thus 
change in every period and consumers are fully rational. 
The reference point is based on an exogenous probability that a competitive fringe sells the good  
at a low price. This probability is unknown to both firms and consumers. They have a common 
prior about two possible probabilities. If the fringe sets the high (low) price, consumers and firms 
update their beliefs by giving more weight to the lower (higher) probability of the low cost. 
Thus, in the best collusive equilibrium, the larger the number of periods when the fringe sets the 
high price, the more consumers expect a high price in the future: that is, depending on fringe’s 
behavior, the reference point can rise, which reduces the effect of loss aversion, or fall, making the 
sustainability of collusion harder. Two key insights of the model are that: i) the effect of loss 
aversion can be so large that firms just gradually rise prices, so as to keep selling to consumers, and 
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ii) firms can sustain collusion if and only if the probability of a low fringe’s price is sufficiently 
low.  
If the fringe continues setting the high price, consumers update their price beliefs upwards, thus 
allowing firms to further increase prices, up to a point where consumers become willing to pay the 
maximal collusive price. The transition path is then over.  On the other hand, if the fringe sets the 
low price during a sufficient number of periods, firms rationally anticipate that the fringe is too 
efficient to make continuation profits high enough to deter a deviation, thus collusion breaks down,. 
This model can also explain why there are temporary price wars. 
 
The paper is organized as follows: Section 1 presents the mechanism underlying the cartel pricing 
dynamics of collusive prices. Section 2 gives an intuition for one of the possible reasons of a cartel 
breakdown. Section 3 shows some simulations. Section 4 analyses the robustness of the model and 
discusses possible modifications. Section 5 concludes.  
 
1. Setup 
 
Consider an infinitely repeated Bertrand game. In each period, a mass one of consumers has unit 
demand for an homogeneous11 good, produced by 2 firms12 and by a competitive fringe. All 
consumers have the same willingness to pay, which depends on to the intrinsic utility and loss 
aversion. If they buy, they obtain: 
 
                                                           =  −  − ( − 	[])
13.                                    (1) 
 
The parameter ν represents the maximal willingness to pay absent loss aversion; pt is the  price paid 
in period t; λ≥0 is the loss aversion coefficient: the higher λ, the higher the utility loss in paying a 
price higher than the expected one; Et-1[pt] is the expected price in t, given the information available 
up to period t-1. If they do not buy, they get ut=0. 
Firms have a common and uniform marginal cost . The cost of the competitive fringe can change 
in every period: with a probability  or >, it is , and with 1- (or 1-) it is  > . The high 
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probability  is assumed to be strictly smaller than 1. 
Neither consumers nor firms know this probability: they believe that the true probability is  with 
probability ρ and  with probability (1-ρ). The fringe sets a price equal to its cost.  
Clearly, the maximal price that collusive firms can set in equilibrium is , as this is the maximal 
price set by the competitive fringe. If a firm deviates, they revert to Nash equilibrium forever 
(which constitutes the maximal punishment). 
The parameters (ρ, , , , ) are common knowledge. 
Firms’ only strategic variable is price14. Their strategy is then, for any i=1,2 and t, p*it: [t] → R+, 
where t  is firms’ (and consumers’) belief in t, updated with the information up to t-1, that the true 
probability of a low price by the fringe is .  
Consumers’ decision is whether to buy from firm 1, firm 2, the fringe or not buy at all. So their 
strategy is described by σt : [p1t, p2t, pFt] → [1, 2, F, 0]  ∀ t. 
In each period, consumers buy the good with the lowest price, if their utility is greater or equal than 
0. So firm i’s demand is Dit=1 if pit<pjt  for i≠j, ut≥0 and the fringe sets pFt=. 
Dit=1/2 if pit=pjt  for i≠j, ut≥0 and the fringe sets pFt=. 
Dit=0 if pit>pjt  for i≠j or ut<0 or the fringe sets pFt=. 
So the stage game profits are piit=(pit-) if pit<pjt  for i≠j, ut≥0 and the fringe sets pFt=;  
piit=
 !"#
$
 if pit=pjt  for i≠j, ut≥0 and the fringe sets pFt=;  
piit=0 if pit>pjt  for any i≠j or ut<0 or the fringe sets pFt=. 
I will chacterize the best Perfect Bayesian equilibrium from the point of view of firms. 
 
1.1 Timing of the game 
 
In t=1: 
1) The probability that the fringe draws the low cost is µ ∈ { , }, where µ= has probability ρ. 
Consumers form price expectation E0[p1]. The cost for the competitive fringe is ct ∈ {, } where 
 has probability µ. 
2) The fringe draws ct and sets its price pFt=ct. 
3) Firms observe ct and set their price. 
4) Consumers observe prices and do their purchase decision. 
5) Stage game payoff are realized. 
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In t≥2 all the steps are the same, except step 1 that becomes “1*) Past history is common 
knowledge. ct is redrawn according to the µ drawn in t=1. Consumers update their Et-1[pt] by 
updating their beliefs about µ given the price of the fringe”.15 
 
1.2 Firms’ Problem, Price Expectations and Prices 
 
The cartel chooses an infinite price path to maximize the expected sum of discounted profits. The 
problem each firm i wants to solve is:16 
 
Max p*it  ∑ *+,-. (̂,0,1 , 2)                                                                                                         (2) 
s.t.         ∑ *+,-. (̂,0,1 , 2 = )>2+4̂,0,1 , 2 =                                                              [55]          
             ∗ ≤   ∀                                                                                                                           (2b) 
              ≥ 0 ∀                                                                                                                            (2c) 
 
In each period, when the fringe draws the high cost a firm may want to deviate17. This ICC has a 
role in the breakdown of the cartel and in the possible price wars. If the ICC is not fulfilled, firms 
understand that there is an incentive to undercut the collusive price, so they just set the competitive 
price: pt=. Note that this ICC varies over time, as it depends on the updated belief over the fringe’s 
efficiency ̂,0,1 . I assume in the following that the ICC is fulfilled; I analyze in Section 2 what 
happens when this is not the case. 
The constraint  ̂ ≤   ∀   is due to the fact that if firms set a higher price than fringe’s high cost, 
they sell nothing. The constraint  ≥ 0 ∀  means that firms want consumers to buy the good. 
To make the problem interesting, I do the following assumption. 
 
ASSUMPTION 1. <ν;  
 
ASSUMPTION 2. i) Perfect collusion is sustainable if µ= is common knowledge, but not if µ=. 
ii) Perfect collusion is sustainable for the initial belief ρ. 
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 I assume that firms know the current cost draw of the fringe because they have a good knowledge of the industry. All 
the results would still hold also if also firms had varying costs, provided that their range is sufficiently smaller than the 
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because of economies of scale, a better knowledge of the industry etc. For simplicity of exposition I assume that firms’ 
cost variation is zero. 
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In the best collusive equilibrium, in t=1 consumers know that market price will be  =  if and 
only if the fringe sets 2 = . From the consumers’ point of view,  this event happens with a 
probability ρ + (1 − ρ). If, on the other hand, 2 = , then firms set 4 = 4∗, where 4∗ is the 
price that solves (2); this simply consists in maximizing current profits, as current firms’ price has 
no impact on consumers’ beliefs, and so on future prices.  
 
In the beginning of every period t≥2, consumers update their beliefs about the true probability of the 
low cost µ by looking at the fringe’s price. Call ,0, the updated consumers’ subjective probability 
that the true µ is  after having seen τ periods of 2 =  and ̂ periods of 2 = . This ,0, has a 
crucial role: it enters the price expectation expression. 
 
LEMMA 1: If consumers observe the fringe setting pFt= during < periods and pFt= during ̂ 
periods, independently from their order, then the updated	̂,0, becomes 
 
                                      	̂,0,1 =    =>?(4">)̂=>?@4">A̂B(4"=)>?(4">)̂                                               (3) 
 
Proof. See Appendix 1 
One can easily check that 
C	DE,?,EFC1 >0 and C	DE,?,̂C0 <0. This Lemma explains how the belief over  
evolves over time, after any sequence of prices by the fringe. 
 
I search for the best Perfect Bayesian equilibrium for the firms. In this equilibrium 1) each firm 
maximizes its own profits, given the fringe and the other firm’s behavior, 2) consumers maximize 
their utility, given fringe’s and firms’ prices, 3) consumers beliefs are consistent with the 
equilibrium being played. 
In particular, point 3 means that, when firms collude, consumers expect collusion to take place, 
while when they compete, consumers expect competition. This is a basic difference between this 
theory and Chen and Harrington (2006). They assume that consumers do not have correct beliefs 
about the equilibrium played; they try to infer whether firms collude or not by observing price 
differences over time. The bigger the difference between today’s and yesterday’s price, the higher 
the consumers’ belief over collusion. In our paper, consumers know what equilibrium is being 
played.   
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In the competitive equilibrium, loss aversion and the uncertainty over the fringe’s efficiency have 
no impact over the equilibrium outcomes, that remain the standard Bertrand ones: 1) p*it=p*jt= ∀ t, 
i=1,2, i≠j, 2) Di=Dj=1/2, 3) Et-1[pt]=. 
In the best collusive equilibrium, when collusion is sustainable:  1) ∗=p*it=p*jt ∀ t, i=1,2, i≠j, 
where ∗=̿≡max{p|ut=0, }, 2) Di=Dj=1/2. When collusion is not sustainable, firms just maximize 
current profits: p*it=p*jt=. The difference between competition and collusion not sustainable is 
that, under the second, if the belief 	̂,0,1 	over µ  becomes sufficiently high, firms can set price 
above cost again. This is the idea of temporary price wars: firms set pt*= during some periods (the 
ones when the belief 	̂,0,1 	over the fringe’s inefficiency µ  is too low). If 	̂,0,1   never become 
sufficiently high anymore, the outcome is the cartel breakdown (i.e. price equal to marginal cost 
forever). 
Any deviation from this makes firms revert to the competitive equilibrium forever (grim trigger 
strategy). Et-1[pt] is given by the following Lemma; this will determine also the optimal price ∗.  
 
LEMMA 2: In the best collusive equilibrium, price expectation has the following form: 
     
             	"4
 = H,0,1 + 1 − ,0,1 	I  + 
1 − ,0,1 − 1 − ,0,1∗                        (4) 
 
where t=τ+̂+1. 
 
COROLLARY:  combining (3) and (4), price expectation increases (decreases) after a period with 
high (low) fringe’s price, that is CJ!KL
!C1 >0 and CJ!KL
!C0 <0 . 
 
Every time consumers observe pFt=, they expect to pay a higher price than in the previous period, 
because they correctly give more weight to the lower probability that the fringe will set the low 
price. Being it common knowledge, firms can raise prices while keeping consumers’ participation 
constraint still binding. The higher the number of periods during which consumers see high fringe’s 
prices, the higher the expected future price, and so the actual firms’ price (and vice versa). 
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LEMMA 3: In the best collusive equilibrium, firms set the first period price equal to: 
 
                                           4∗ = ̿ ≡ min{ QRSHTUR(LKT)VIWLRSHTUR(LKT)VI ,}                                         (5) 
where ̂ ∶= +Hρμ+@1−ρAμI1+Hρμ+@1−ρAμI   is the transitory phase price and Z= is the constant phase 
price.  
  
Proof. See Appendix 2. 
 
PROPOSITION 1: Collusive prices have a transitory phase if and only if customers’ willingness to 
pay is not too large: 
 
 <  < (1 + ) −  Hρ + (1 − ρ)I [B\H]>B(4"])>I^4B\H]>B(4"])>I  +
1 − ρ − (1 − ρ). 
 
Proof. See Appendix 3. 
 
LEMMA 4: The transitory phase price ̂4 depends negatively on the probabilities  and  that the 
fringe is efficient, the size of loss aversion  and positively on the belief 	that the fringe is 
inefficient: 
 
            
CDLC>   <0;               CDLC>  <0;                CDLC= >0;                 CDLC\ <0.             
 
The reason is that if consumers believe that the probabilities that the fringe sets the low price are 
high (via µ or ρ), they expect a low price, which makes them suffer high losses for a high price: 
this, in turn, forces firms to lower the price in order to keep consumers willing to buy. 
A high loss aversion makes an intuitive result: ̂4 will be smaller, for any price expectation, as a 
higher λ means that consumers suffer a greater utility loss. This forces firms to lower prices to keep 
consumers willing to buy. 
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1.2.2   t≥2 
 
Iterating the Bayesian updating procedure, we obtain the following proposition. 
 
PROPOSITION 2: In the best collusive equilibrium, after τ low and ̂	high fringe’s prices, the 
collusive price firms set in period t is 
 
              ∗ = min	{+_``
a <@1−AF<@1−AEF+1−<1−EF+b1− <@1−A
F
<1−EF+1−<1−EFcdee
f
1+g <@1−AEF<@1−AEF+1−<1−EF+h1− <@1−A
EF
<@1−AEF+1−<1−EFij
,}           (7) 
 
The left term in the parenthesis is the transitory phase price ̂. When ∗ = ̂, (2b) is binding and 
(2c) is not. The price ̂ rises with ̂ because, after every 2=, consumers update their beliefs 
about ρ upwards, making their utility loss due to loss aversion smaller. This lets firms increase price 
while keeping ut=0. When pl∗=	, instead, price reached its maximum level: in that moment the 
binding constraint is (2b) and, normally, (2c) does not.18  
The gradual rise of prices is a phenomenon that occurs when the fringe sets the high price and firms 
collude. If the fringe sets the low price, market price suddenly falls; afterwards, if the fringe sets 
again the high price, market price gradually rises again, because consumers buy from the incumbent 
firms for any price smaller than  and such that their ut≥0. So there is an asymmetry in market 
price’s behavior: price slowly rises when a cartel is present, but it falls quickly when the fringe sets 
the low price. I will come back on this in Section 2 when discussing price wars and cartel’s 
breakdown. 
Given equation (7), we get a result for the variance in the long run: 
 
PROPOSITION 5: Assume that there is some positive, albeit small, randomness on incumbents’ 
cost. If the cartel is stable, then there exists a number of periods T*(t,τ,̂) after which, when the 
cartel is operative, we have Var(PComp)>Var(∗), i.e. limt→∞Var(∗)→0. 
 
Proof. See Appendix 6. 
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 The fact that pl∗ reaches  depends on the parameters. If  is sufficiently high, even an arbitrarily high ̂ will not make 
consumers so pessimistic that they accept to pay   =.- 
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2.1 Sustainability: sufficient condition 
 
Up to now this theory could have perfectly applied also to a monopoly. Indeed, up to now the ICC 
is assumed to be fulfilled. By the first part of Assumption 2, we know that the collusive price is 
sustainable if and only if ρ≥ρ*, i.e. if and only if the belief about the low probability is sufficiently 
high. Here I analyze the conditions that assure that the ICC is fulfilled and I describe what happens 
when they are violated. 
 
PROPOSITION 3: In the best collusive equilibrium, the ex ante expected price is non-increasing on 
time. 
 
Proof. See Appendix 5. 
 
LEMMA 6: In a generic period t, a sufficient condition to fulfil the ICC of the firms’ maximization 
problem is: 
 
                                                         	̂,0,1 	≥ ∗m = 4"$nB$>nn(>">)                                                   (8) 
 
Proof. See Appendix 7a. 
 
2.2 Sustainability: necessary condition  
 
In the previous subsection we have found a sufficient condition for the sustainability of the 
collusive price: finding a necessary and sufficient condition is very complicated19 and we shall be 
content of having, further than the sufficient one, a necessary condition. 
By the second part of Assumption 2, the initial ρ is above ρ*. Then collusion price is sustainable 
and firms set the price as explained up to now. Every time the fringe sets the low price, however, ,0,1 is updated downwards (see (3)). Intuitively, it can happen that, after a certain number of low 
prices by the fringe, ,0,1 becomes so low that the collusive price is not sustainable anymore. In that 
                                                 
19
 A necessary and sufficient condition is very cumbersome to obtain for a number of reasons. First, the number of 
periods of low prices by the fringe needed to violate the ICCs depends not only on the parameter set, but also on t: 
the more information we have, the less informative is every new period. Second, the updated ,0,1 depends on its 
past value, making a calculation of a general formula very complicated. Third, continuation payoffs depend on all 
the possible combinations of prices by the fringe from the current t to infinity. 
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case, as long as ,0,1 becomes smaller than ρ*, firms revert to the static Nash equilibrium price, 
because they recognize that, otherwise, each firm has an incentive to deviate. 
Analytically, we have the following. We know that the ex ante expected price is not increasing over 
time, so expected profits do not increase neither.  
A necessary condition for sustainability is that deviation yields lower profits than continuing to set 
the collusive price assuming that continuation profits are equal to the present stage-game profit. 
This is just necessary for two reasons. First, Proposition 3 shows that ex ante expected prices are 
non-increasing over time. Here we assume them, and so also ex ante expected profits, to be constant 
over time, so we are possibly overestimating the continuation profits from collusion. Indeed, we are 
not considering the cap on prices (and profits) that the fringe exerts on firms. Second, we assume 
the collusive price to be sustainable forever, if firms stick to the best collusive equilibrium. Both 
assumptions make continuation profits after sticking to the collusive pricing higher than they really 
are, so the condition is just necessary, closer to be sufficient the farther the price is from  and the 
farther ρ is from ρ*. 
 
LEMMA 7: In a generic period t, a necessary condition to fulfil the ICC of the firms’ maximization 
problem is: 
 
                                                         	̂,0,1 	≥ ∗o = 4"$nB>nn(>">)                                                   (9) 
 
Proof. See Appendix 7b. 
 
Being a necessary condition, if 	̂,0,1  is smaller than ∗o , collusion is not sustainable, but not vice 
versa.  
One can check that 
C=∗pCn  =C=∗qCn  = - 4nr(>">) < 0, so a higher δ makes ∗o and ∗m smaller and 
by the same amount. The more firms are patient, the more the fringe can be efficient. The difference 
between ∗o and ∗m is >(>">), a constant that does not depend on δ. 
Firms’ prices could nevertheless be higher than costs again if the fringe sets the high price during a 
number of periods that makes 	̂,0,1  bigger than ρ*. However, differently from Rotemberg and 
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Saloner (1986) and Haltiwanger and Harrington (1991)20, future prices are expected to be the same 
as present ones, because in expectations 	̂,0,1 does not change over time. So, reducing prices does 
not make the ICC easier to fulfill, because future expected profits are the same as current ones for 
any	̂,0,1. So firms, in the best collusive equilibrium, will just switch from the collusive price to the 
competitive price and vice versa21. This consists in temporary price wars, that are not, then, due to 
imperfect monitoring or to a strategic reduction of price in order to keep collusion sustainable, like 
in the previous literature, but to the fact that, given the fringe’s believed efficiency, firms recognize 
that each one would have an incentive to deviate. 
 
 
3. Numerical examples 
 
Define δ∗o as the minimum discount factor s. t. the necessary condition (9) is fulfilled for 	̂,0,1=1. 
Assume that  ν=10, λ=2,  =7,68,  =2,  ρ=4t,   =4$,    =4u  and that δ satisfies Assumption 2. 
One can easily verify that the conditions of Proposition 1 are fulfilled, so collusive prices cannot 
jump directly to . In the following numerical simulations I show how the price pattern looks like 
for different realizations of the fringe’s cost.  
 
                                                 
20
 In Rotemberg and Saloner (1986) demand is determined in a i.i.d. fashion in every period, so future demand is 
independent from the present one. They show that the ICC is more difficult to fulfill when the present demand is 
high, because the incentive to deviate is higher. In Haltiwanger and Harrington (1991)  the evolution of demand is 
deterministic and they show that collusion is more difficult to sustain when future demand is low, because the 
foregone profits are lower. In both these models future demand is expected to be different from the present one, 
which creates the different incentives to deviate depending on the present state. In my model, the present price is 
expected to be the best prediction of future prices too, so there is no room for temporary price cuts to reduce the 
temptation to deviate and “wait for better days”.  
21
  When, for any fringe’s cost, collusive price would not be sustainable, consumers just expect Et-1[pt]=; when a high 
fringe’s cost makes collusive price sustainable, consumers expectations are still (4). 
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Simulation 1 (successful cartel): the fringe sets always the high cost 
The sequence of firms’ prices when the fringe always sets 2=. Price rises until period t=5 and then remains constant 
and equal to =7,68. 
 
Simulation 1 represents the case of a cartel that is always operative from period 1 to 10. It can 
represent the lysine cartel in Figure 1. When the fringe always sets 2=, price rises from period 1 
to period 5, after which it remains constant. But we see that between period 1 to period 4 it grows in 
a faster way than between period 4 to 5: the reason is that between period 1 and 4 the constraint that 
binds is (2c), while from period 5 on the constraint that binds is (2b). From period 1 to 4 firms make 
consumers pay the price that makes them indifferent between buying or not (ut=0 for t=1,2,3,4). 
Since period 5 on consumers are so pessimistic about µ that they lose so little utility in paying a 
high price that they are willing to pay pt= too. From that period on, the force that constrains firms’ 
price is the competitive fringe. 
One could see that Figure 2 resembles quite closely the actual rise of lysine22 price of Figure 1: 
there, we have some periods (from July to October 1993) in which price rose at an almost constant 
rate, then a much smaller increase in November and then an almost constant price during other ten 
months; in Simulation 1 we see the same behavior, i.e. some periods of the transitory phase at an 
almost constant pace, then a slighter increase and thereafter a constant price.  
 
                                                 
22
 As mentioned before, also the cartelized goods for final consumers show the same qualitative patterns. 
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Simulation 2 (cartel breakdown): after some periods of pFT=v, the collusive price is not sustainable anymore 
The sequence of firms’ prices when the fringe initially sets the high price and then the low one during several periods. 
Firms initially just lower the price; afterwards, the cartel is not operative. 
 
In this simulation the fringe sets the high price during five periods and then, during other five 
periods, it sets the low price. Firms’ price rises in the first five periods in the way explained in 
simulation 1; then it gets lower, after every period of low fringe’s price. At some point (depending 
on δ), 	̂,0,1 will be so low that the ICC will not be fulfilled, so collusive price is not sustainable and 
firms set the competitive price (the cartel is not operative). 
 
 
Simulation 3 (price war): after some periods of low fringe’s price, collusion is not sustainable anymore, but then the 
cartel becomes operative again. 
The sequence of firms’ prices when the fringe initially sets the high price, then the low one during several periods and 
then the high one again. Firms initially just lower the price; afterwards, collusive price is not sustainable, but after some 
periods of the high fringe’s price, it can be sustained again. 
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Simulation 3 shows the price path of a temporary price war, followed by a reversal to collusive 
price. After some periods of low fringe’s price, collusive price is not sustainable anymore, like in 
simulation 2; here, in period 9 the fringe sets again the high price, which makes 	̂,0,1 higher, but 
still not sufficient to make the collusive price sustainable. A further period of high price makes 	̂,0,1 sufficient to make it sustainable again, so firms rise the price again according to the collusive 
price equation (7). As we can see from the graph, there is a lag between the fringe’s price and firms’ 
price. Firms’ price in some sense follows the fringe’s price: when the fringe’s one falls, firms’ price 
still remains to relatively high levels (collusion remains sustainable, price just falls slightly to keep 
consumers on their ut=0 level) and only after some periods it falls to the competitive level23. When 
the fringe raises the price, firms’ price can remain during some periods to the competitive level, 
until 	̂,0,1 raises to a level sufficient to make collusion sustainable again. 
So we have: 
 
PROPOSITION 4: There exists parameter constellations for which the best collusive equilibrium 
exists. In the this equilibrium: 
1) prices have a transitory and then a constant phase, 
2) no firm deviates for ,0,1 	greater than a threshold, but the collusive price is not sustainable 
for	,0,1 smaller than a threshold ∗, 
3) firms can have temporary or permanent cartel breakdowns, 
4) price variance is smaller under an operative cartel than under competition. 
 
4. Robustness and discussion 
 
In this section I will discuss how these results are qualitatively robust to a number of variations of 
the model. The driving forces for the transitory phase are loss aversion and the uncertainty over the 
fringe’s efficiency, and the one for the cartel’s breakdown is the uncertainty over µ. 
My model assumes, for simplicity, that the mass of consumers willing to buy the product is fixed. 
In order to relax this, we could introduce heterogeneity in consumers' maximal willingness to pay νi 
or assume that there is an heterogeneous exit option if the good is not bought. These two 
modifications create similar results. Firms would sell the good to a possibly smaller number of 
consumers, but the transitory phase of prices, their smaller variance, the temporary price wars and 
the cartel’s breakdown would remain qualitatively unchanged. 
                                                 
23
 If we allow firms to reduce their price in order to keep the ICCs binding, this effect would be lighter but still present: 
prices would still be smaller than the level needed to keep ut=0. 
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One could introduce heterogeneity in the loss aversion λi or allow for differentiated products. We 
would get the same result: firms would compute the new optimal equilibrium price (and also the 
static Nash equilibrium prices, for the differentiated products case, in order to check that the ICC is 
fulfilled) but the qualitative results would remain the same. 
A generalization on firms' number of course do not qualitatively change the results: a higher 
number of firms just makes the discount factor necessary to sustain collusion higher. 
One could assume adaptive expectations on the consumers’ side24: prices would still gradually rise 
and then be constant at .25 
The fringe can also be interpreted as a less efficient firms that is unwilling to enter the cartel, or as a 
firm that uses the “hit and run” strategy26: the fringe is taken as a “black box” that embeds all the 
external competitive pressure that firms might face. 
The fact that firms do not know µ has no importance for the transitory phase, but it does have for 
the breakdown of the cartel. If firms know µ, then the cartel is sustainable or not since the beginning 
of the game: the fact that the fringe sets the low price has no effect on the sustainability of 
collusion, because firms do no Bayesian updating at all.  
The fact that fringe’s cost (and so the price) is seen by the firms before they set their own prices has 
an impact on the necessary condition of the sustainability of perfect collusion, but not on the price 
dynamics. The transitory price pattern just depends on loss aversion combined with Bayesian 
updating and the variance depends on the fact that prices of an operative cartel tends towards a 
finite value, so they are both independent from the timing of the pricing decisions. 
This model accounts for the fact that some cartels are successful in achieving higher prices and 
reaching stability, while others do not. These two possibilities are represented by the long run 
behavior when the probability of the low cost µ is, respectively,  and . Although price wars are 
always possible, in the first (second) case, the fringe does not (does) exert sufficient competitive 
pressure to make the cartel unstable in the long run. 
The model can also account for price wars followed by reversals to collusive pricing. If the fringe 
sets the low price during a sufficiently high number of periods, firms may revert to the static Nash 
equilibrium pricing, while if the fringe sets the high price during a sufficient number of periods 
collusive price can become sustainable again. 
This model addresses the issue of dynamics. The reference point is endogenous, not assumed. 
Koszegi and Heidhues (2008) elegantly showed the effects of loss aversion in a static variation of 
                                                 
24
 Et-1[pt]=pt-1. 
25
 This case is discussed in Appendix 8. 
26
 i.e. selling at low cost on the market, then exit. This strategy is common, for example, among low cost airlines. 
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the Salop model (1979) to explain the rationale for focal prices, but did not explicitly consider a 
dynamic environment: their reference point is the “lagged rational expectation” and they do not 
investigate how this is formed. Koszegi and Rabin (2006) analyze how loss aversion impacts 
purchase and working decisions, taking the rational expectation over outcomes as the reference 
point, but still in a static environment. Koszegi and Rabin (2007) and Macera (2009) do consider a 
dynamic game with loss aversion, but in a different framework. 
This paper is the first, at my knowledge, that deals with collusion and loss aversion. It is also the 
first one that explains the gradual rise of prices with consumers holding correct beliefs over the 
equilibrium being played by firms.  
This model also gives some testable predictions, that can be compared to the ones in Harrington 
(2004, 2005) and Chen and Harrington (2006). My model predicts that the gradual rise of prices is 
independent from the existence of an AA, while in the models above an AA is needed and the 
stronger it is (in terms of probability of detection and damage multiples), the slower is the price rise. 
One could test data from different countries and test whether different antitrust policies have a 
different impact on the price path. 
Assuming the existence of an AA does not necessarily change the results from this model: even if 
an AA is sure of the existence of a cartel by looking at the price path, in order to convict the firms it 
needs hard evidence. Firms might tacitly collude and avoid it, or the best collusive equilibrium can 
still be sustainable if the expected fine is sufficiently low. 
My model also predicts that external competitive pressure can lead the cartel to temporary price 
wars and eventually to break down. This is the case of the Vitamin C cartel, where the Chinese 
manufacturers remained outside the cartel and increased constantly their market share. Eventually 
the cartel broke down.27  
 
6. Conclusion 
 
The model analyzed here explains, through loss aversion and uncertainty over a fringe’s efficiency, 
the dynamic pattern of cartel prices, temporary price wars and cartel breakdowns. The gradual rise 
of prices is well known in the cartel literature, but up to now only explanations based on the fear of 
Antitrust fines have been given. My explanation is, on the contrary, based on consumers' tastes. 
Consumers dislike to pay a price higher than the expected one and this can force firms, in order to 
sell the good, not to jump to the maximal collusive level, but to raise prices smoothly. When the 
                                                 
27
 For more details, see footnote 5. 
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external competitive pressure is weak, consumers become more pessimistic towards the price they 
will pay, as they rationally update downwards the probability that the fringe will set the low price. 
This makes them willing to pay more, as the utility loss due to loss aversion is smaller. When the 
fringe, instead, sets the low price repeatedly, firms become more pessimistic about the value of  
colluding, possibly leading to price wars and the collapse of the cartel. 
This model yields some testable predictions, for example that an increased competitive pressure 
may bring the cartel to breakdown. Empirical evidence from the Vitamin C cartel seems to confirm 
this claim. Also, the Antitrust enforcement should have a limited effect on the speed of the price 
rise. It would be interesting to test this claim empirically. 
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APPENDIX 1: EVOLUTION OF BELIEFS 
 
LEMMA 1: If consumers observe the fringe setting pFt= during < periods and pFt= during ̂ 
periods, independently from their order, then the updated	̂,0, becomes 
 
                                      	̂,0,1 =    =>?(4">)̂=>?@4">A̂B(4"=)>?(4">)̂                                                
 
Proof. The possibilities that make the fringe set pFt=	 are: 1) ( = , 	 =	);  2) ( = ,  =	). 
The possibilities that make the fringe set pFt= are:  1) ( = , 	 = );   2) ( = , 	 = ).  
By observing that in t=1 the fringe sets, say, pF1=, consumers update their belief about µ: knowing 
that Pr(µ =)=,  Pr(a=w)=1-,  Pr(ct=)= µ,   Pr(ct=)=1- µ, by applying the Bayes’ rule the 
updated belief about  is 4,.,4=  =(4">)=@4">AB(4"=)(4">). If, on the contrary, consumers see pF1=, 
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their updated probability will be 4,4,.= =>=>B(4"=)>. 
Iterating this procedure, we get the result. 
 
 
APPENDIX 2: FIRST PERIOD PRICE 
 
LEMMA 3: In the best collusive equilibrium, firms set the first period price equal to: 
 
                                           4∗ = ̿ ≡ min{ QRSHTUR(LKT)VIWLRSHTUR(LKT)VI ,}                                         (5) 
where ̂ ∶= +Hρμ+@1−ρAμI1+Hρμ+@1−ρAμI   is the transitory phase price and Z= is the constant phase 
price.  
 
We have two different cases:  
i) (2c) slacks: u1≥0 when 1= , in which case	4∗ =	 (due to the constraint of the fringe);  
ii) (2c) binds: u1<0 when 1= , in which case 4∗ =	 ̂4 is the price that makes u1=028. 
In this second case, we just have to solve for u1=0. Using (1) we get 	̂4 = B\xy
DL4B\ . 
Given the expression (4) and substituting it here above, we get 
 
                                                       ̂4 = QRSHTVR(LKT)VIWLRSHTVR(LKT)VI .                                                (6) 
 
In general, the actual price 4∗ will be the minimum between 	and ̂4 for three reasons. First, a price 
higher than  would yield zero profits due to the fringe; second, a price higher than B\HρμB(4"ρ)μI^4B\HρμB(4"ρ)zI 		would make firms sell no good, as u1<0; third, a price lower than 
B\HρμB(4"ρ)μI^4B\HρμB(4"ρ)μI  does not maximize profits. 
                                                 
28
 If the fringe sets the low price, firms have no incentive to deviate to a lower price: they make pi=0 by sticking to this 
strategy; they make pi=0 by matching fringe’s price and they make negative profits by undercutting it. 
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APPENDIX 3: TRANSITORY PHASE 
 
PROPOSITION 1: Collusive prices have a transitory phase if and only if customers’ willingness to 
pay, absent loss aversion, is not too large: 
 
 <  < (1 + ) −  Hρ + (1 − ρ)I [B\H]>B(4"])>I^4B\H]>B(4"])>I  +
1 − ρ − (1 − ρ). 
 
Proof. The first inequality is Assumption 1; the second one impedes firms to directly jump to the 
maximal collusive price . This condition basically says that u1<0 when 1= , so 4∗ will be equal 
to ̂4. We are in this case if and only if   < { < (1 + ) − 	.
̂4. Substituting 	4,|2[̂4] with 
its expression (4), we get   < { < (1 + ) −  Hρ4,},l1 + 1 − ρ4,},l1I ̂4 + 
1 − ρ4,},l1 − 1 − ρ4,},l1. 
Substituting ̂4 with its expression (6), we get the result. 
 
 
APPENDIX 4: DURATION OF THE TRANSITION 
 
Here I briefly discuss the minimal duration of the transition period. In order to explain how it 
depends on the parameters, define T as 
 ~ = { ∈ 	|	∗ = , ∗ =	 ̂"4 < ,			2 = 		∀} 
 
So T represents the minimal29 number of periods after which the high price reaches . Using (7), T 
is the solution of the following system of equations: 
 
1) 
[B\ @LKUA@LKUAR(LK)(LKU)>Bh4" @LKUA

@LKUAR(LK)(LKU)i>^
4B\ @LKUA@LKUAR(LK)(LKU)>Bh4" @LKUA

@LKUAR(LK)(LKU)i>
>                               (10a) 
                                                 
29
 Minimal because we assume here that the fringe always sets the high price. 
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2) 
[B\ @LKUAKL@LKUAKLR(LK)(LKU)KL>Bh4" @LKUA
KL
@LKUAKLR(LK)(LKU)KLi>^
4B\ @LKUAKL@LKUAKLR(LK)(LKU)KL>Bh4" @LKUA
KL
@LKUAKLR(LK)(LKU)KLi>
<               (10b) 
 
An explicit solution is quite complicated. Nevertheless, we can state some properties of T. 
 
LEMMA 5: Let T be defined as above. If T exists, it increases with the efficiency of the fringe, loss 
aversion and the fringe’s high cost; it decreases with the belief that the fringe is inefficient, the low 
fringe’s (and firms’) cost and the willingness to pay absent loss aversion. Formally:   
 CC>>0,         CC>>0,          CC=<0,         CC\ >0,         CC^<0,          CC^>0,          CC<0. 
 
A higher ρ and a lower  	and 	 makes T smaller because, ceteris paribus, consumers expect a 
higher price because of a lower probability of low fringe’s price, so their utility loss due to loss 
aversion is smaller. This makes the convergence to  faster. A higher ν makes T smaller too because 
the higher intrinsic utility makes ut>0 in a shorter number of periods. 
A higher λ makes T larger, because it makes the utility loss due to loss aversion higher for any price 
expectation. A higher  also makes T larger. The reason why  and  have different effects on T is 
that  directly enters the expectation expression (4), while  enters the system of disequations (10a-
10b) on the right side. So firstly it does not impact the price expectation in the transitory phase and 
secondly it makes necessary a higher T to make the left hand expression in (10a) greater than . The 
effect of a larger  is towards a larger T because the expression in the left side of (10a) grows as ~ 
grows and  is present only on its right. 
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APPENDIX 5: EXPECTED PRICE PATH 
 
PROPOSITION 3: In the best collusive equilibrium, the ex ante expected price is non-increasing on 
time. 
 
Proof .The proof consists of two subcases: the transitory phase and the constant phase30. 
Define ̅F,0,1 := 	"4
,0,1|]. The ex ante expected price in t+1 is:  
 
     	t-1[t+1] 	= 		 H(̅FB4,0,1 + 1 − ̅FB4,0,1I  + H1 − ̅FB4,0,1 − 1 − ̅FB4,0,1I B4∗ }.       (11) 
 
We have gradual rise of prices in expectations if Et-1[pt+1+k] > Et-1[pt+k]  ∀	t, k≥0. But note that: 
̅FB4,0,1 =ρ{[ =E,?,EF 	>=E,?,EF>B(4"=E,?,EF)>]+(1-)[ =E,?,EF(4">)=E,?,EF(4">)B(4"=E,?,EF)(4">)]}+ 
                  +(1-ρ){ [ =E,?,EF>=E,?,EF>B(4"=E,?,EF)>]+(1-)[ =E,?,EF(4">)=E,?,EF(4">)B(4"=E,?,EF)(4">)]} 
 
After some algebra, we see that ̅FB4,0,1  = ,0,1. Trivially, as beliefs are ex ante expected to be 
constant over time, so are prices, as they just depend on beliefs. The fact that a cap  exists implies 
that the transitory phase price is, in expectations, not increasing over time.  
Second, in the constant price case, price remains unchanged or falls if the fringe sets during a 
sufficient number of periods the low price. Also in this case price is non-increasing, which proves 
the claim. 
 
COROLLARY: In the best collusive equilibrium, when µ=, the ex ante expected price rises over 
time. 
 
Proof. The ex ante expected price in t+1 conditioned on = is:  
 
     	t-1
t+1 	= 		 H(̅FB4,0,1 + 1 − ̅FB4,0,1I  + H1 − ̅FB4,0,1 − 1 − ̅FB4,0,1I B4∗ }.      (12) 
 
We have gradual rise of prices in expectations if Et-1[pt+1+k] > Et-1[pt+k]  ∀	t, k≥0. 
In order to show this, we proceed in three steps. 
                                                 
30
 i.e. when p*= 
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1) Consider ̅F,0,1. Being it conditioned on =, it can be written as 
 
                           ̅FB4,0,1 = [
=E,?,EF 	>
=E,?,EF>B(4"=E,?,EF)>
]+(1-)[ =E,?,EF(4">)
=E,?,EF(4">)B(4"=E,?,EF)(4">)
].                             (13) 
 
The first (second) part of the right hand side is the probability that the low (high) cost is drawn, 
multiplied by the updated ,0,1. 
Note that ̅FB4,0,1>,0,1. Indeed, after some algebra, we get 
{[ =E,?,EF 	>
=E,?,EF>B(4"=E,?,EF)>
]+(1-)[ =E,?,EF(4">)
=E,?,EF(4">)B(4"=E,?,EF)(4">)
]}- ,0,1 = (1-ρ)2ρ( − )2 > 0. 
2)  Given (7), ∗> ∀	t. Now consider expression (13). By step 1, as t grows, ̅FB4,0,1  also grows  
∀	t. This means that more and more weight is given to . Given that >, more and more weight is 
given to B4∗ , with respect to . By step 2, this means that 	t-1[t+1]>		t-1[t]. 
3) Iterating the process by plugging ̅FB$,0,1 in B4,0,1 in (13) and so on, we obtain the result. 
This shows us that, when  =, the gradual rise of prices is an event that in the long run will occur. 
With an analogous reasoning, one can easily show that prices eventually drop when =. These two 
phenomena describe cartel price behavior when a cartel is successful and stable ( =) as well as 
when a cartel eventually collapses due to the competition of other firms ( =).  
 
 
APPENDIX 6: PRICE VARIANCE 
 
Another fact is that, after the transition phase, prices in a cartelized industry have a smaller variance 
than in a competitive one. This has been analyzed in Abrantes-Metz et al. (2006) and Blinder et al. 
(1998). A little extension of the model can take this into account. 
DEFINITION: a cartel is stable in the long run if the probability of the low cost is µ=. 
 
The fact that the cartel is stable in the long run means that in the long run collusion is sustainable 
(see Assumption 2). 
Now we extend the model to allow for an analysis of the price variance while the cartel is stable and 
operative, which is the empirical fact of the literature. We relax the assumption that firms have a 
constant and uniform cost c= and we allow for a small randomness in their cost draw: they still 
have the same cost, but it may change over time. Assume now that they have ct= with a probability 
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β and ct=̃ with a probability 1-β, where ̃<4∗<31. I am then assuming a small cost randomness for 
incumbent firms, such that their high cost is smaller than the fringe’s one and the first collusive 
price. We can justify this by the fact that incumbent firms have a better knowledge of the 
technology needed to produce the good than the fringe, so that their high marginal cost is smaller 
than fringe’s one.  
 
We can see that the price variance of a stable cartel that sells positive quantities, after possibly a 
sufficient number of periods, is smaller than the variance of the competitive price: we know that, if 
T exists, after a certain number of periods of p,l =32, the price of a cartel reaches  and then 
remains constant; or, if T does not exist, it will increase at a slower and slower rate (converging to 
0). So, after a sufficient number of periods, the price variance is 0 or tends towards 0. When firms 
compete, on the contrary, price will simply match cost, as we have Bertrand competition in the 
stage game: so with a probability β we have pl = and with probability 1- β we have pl=̃. 
Price variance then remains always positive. 
 
PROPOSITION 5: Assume that there is some positive, albeit small, randomness on incumbents’ 
cost. Then there exists a number of periods T*(t,τ,̂) after which, when the cartel is operative, we 
have Var(PComp)>Var(PColl). 
 
 
APPENDIX 7: CONDITIONS FOR SUSTAINABILITY 
 
a) LEMMA 6: In a generic period t, a sufficient condition to fulfil the ICC of the firms’ 
maximization problem is: 
 
                                                         	̂,0,1 	≥ ∗m = 4"$nB$>nn(>">)                                                   (8) 
 
Proof. Assume that, if pl = in any period, continuation profits are zero.33 Given this assumption, 
                                                 
31
 This assumption consists in a “very small” randomness on incumbents’ cost. I do this assumption to avoid technical 
problems and to add robustness to my claim that cartel price variance is smaller. The technical problem is that if ̃ 
were greater than 4,.,4∗ , then competitive firms would not produce when they have the high cost draw in the first 
period. This would complicate the analysis without adding anything interesting. The robustness is that, if I show that 
cartel price variance is higher, although firms’ costs variance is so small, a fortiori it will be smaller if firms’ costs 
vary more, because the pass-through is maximal under competition.  
32
 Equal to T if we consider the beginning of the game. 
33
 In general profits are higher: firms gain positive profits every time the fringe sets the high price, if collusion is still 
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we can assume that profits are constant and positive for any t with pl =. Define  
αt := Prob(pFt=) = 1-	̂,0,1 − (1 − 	̂,0,1). So the sufficient ICC becomes 	2+ ≤ ++ *1−*+. 
Using the definition of  and after some algebra, we get the result.  
 
b) LEMMA 7: In a generic period t, a necessary condition to fulfil the ICC of the firms’ 
maximization problem is: 
 
                                                         	̂,0,1 	≥ ∗o = 4"$nB>nn(>">)                                                   (9) 
 
Proof. Assuming that perfect collusion is always sustainable and that expected future profits are 
constant, the ICC is 
 
      2pi ≤ pi+δαpi+*$[α(α+)+(1-α)(αpi)]+*{α[α(α+)+(1-α)(αpi)]+(1-α)[α(α+)+(1-α)(αpi)]}+… 
 
This yields 2pi ≤ pi+δαpi(1+δ+	δ$+	δ+…), that, after substituting for αt, gives the result. 
 
 
APPENDIX 8: ADAPTIVE EXPECTATIONS 
 
All these results are robust also to assuming that consumers have adaptive expectations. Relaxing 
rational expectations (and Bayesian updating on the consumers’ side), assume that consumers 
expect Et-1[pt]=min{∗,	2∗ }. 
From ut=0, we have 	̂4 = B\xy
DL4B\  . Given adaptive expectations and that we do not have a price 
prior to p1, we must assume an expected price for p1. In order to keep it general, just assume that 
E0[p1]=k, where ≤k≤. We want to show that, for any k, results are qualitatively the same as under 
Bayesian updating and rational expectations. 
We get 	̂4 = B\4B\ . In the best collusive equilibrium, when the fringe sets the high price, 
consumers buy from firms at a price that sets their ut=0. So, using (1), we get ̂$ = (1+\)B\B\r(4B\)r . Iterating this procedure, we get ̂1 = ∑ (1+\)̂−1=0 \̂KLKB\̂(4B\)̂ . This is the 
                                                                                                                                                                  
sustainable. 
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price firms set after ̂-1 periods of high price by the fringe. When there has been at least one low 
price by the fringe, k is replaced by 34. 
One can easily check that 
CD̂C̂ >0, so after every period of high fringe’s price, firms’ prices rise. Still 
there is the cap , due to the fringe, so still prices can rise up to , after which they remain constant. 
 
For the breakdown, nothing changes, as in this issue what matters is firms’ expectations. Given that 
here we only changed consumers’ expectations, firms will still be able to collude if 	̂,0,1 	≥ ∗ and 
revert to competition (temporarily or permanently, depending on the fringe) otherwise. 
                                                 
34
 Because in the period after the low price, consumers’ expected price is Et-1[pt]=. 
